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Abstract: This article reports the results from a research project on the use of simulator
technologies in the training and assessment of professional performance in maritime training.
The research draws on ethnographic fieldwork and analyses of video-recorded data to
examine how maritime instructors make use of simulator technologies during instruction. Our
results reveal an instructional practice where the need to account for general principles of
good seamanship and international regulations is at the core of the basic maritime training.
The meanings of good seamanship and the rules of the sea are hard to teach in abstraction,
since their application relies on an infinite number of contingencies that have to be accounted
for in every specific case. Based on this premise, we are stressing the importance of both inscenario instruction and post-simulation debriefing in order for the instructor to bridge theory
and practice in ways that develop the students’ professional competences. Moreover, our
results highlight how simulator technologies enable unique ways of displaying and assessing
such competences by enabling instructors to continuously monitor, assess and provide
feedback to the students throughout training sessions. Our results imply that training models
advocating isolating and targeting technical and non-technical skills during training conflict
with training for rule-governed maritime operations where such skills are intricately entwined.
Furthermore, our results show that debriefing models that recommend a linear chronological
order of discrete phases could be misleading. Although this structure might provide an overall
resource, processes of connecting principles and rules to a multitude of specific circumstances
in the training scenarios are at play throughout the debriefings.
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Introduction
In maritime education, simulators have been used for navigation training since the 1950s
(Hanzu-Pazara et al 2008). Simulators provide opportunities to train for high-risk professions
such as shipping, aviation and health care in a risk-free manner, providing opportunities to
train skills that are time-consuming and costly to practice on board a real vessel (Dahlstrom et
al 2009). The controlled simulator environment also has pedagogical advantages, as exercises
can be designed to train and assess specific learning outcomes in a way that is adjusted to the
level of the students’ developing competency (Maran & Glavin 2003). Today, the use of
simulators is mandatory for certain parts of the curriculum for maritime training and is
regulated by international standards, that is, by the Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW). In order to ensure that future mariners are able to act
properly and safely, the STCW Convention stresses that simulators are to be used for both
training and assessment. The latest update of the STCW Convention—the 2010 Manila
amendments—has a greater focus on technical proficiency and so-called non-technical skills
compared to previous Conventions. The former skills are related to handling the equipment of
the ship, while the latter are often described as cognitive and communicative skills, such as
situation awareness and decision making, as well as skills involved in teamwork, such as
leadership and communication (Flin 2008).
When much of the training of maritime skills and practices are conducted in simulation-based
learning environments, theoretical knowledge and written knowledge tests have been deemed
irrelevant for developing and testing certain types of competencies. As a result, there is a need
for upgraded forms of training and assessment that, on the one hand, acknowledge the
multifaceted nature of the performance in simulation-based training and, on the other hand,
meet the criteria for training and certification set up by the Convention (Emad 2010). A recent
literature review on the use of simulators in bridge operation training showed that although
the use of simulators is both well established and well regulated in maritime education, few
empirical studies have addressed the pedagogical aspects of simulator-based training in this
domain (Sellberg 2017). In regard to this, the research project draws on ethnographic
fieldwork and analyses of video-recorded data to examine the pedagogical matter of how
maritime instructors make use of simulator technologies for instruction in order to develop the
students’ professional competences (cf Heath et al 2010).
Background
Several studies on maritime simulations have been grounded in human factor perspectives
(Sellberg 2017). Research in this tradition regularly draws on classical cognitive theories for
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describing processes of work and learning. In previous studies on simulator-based training,
the cognitive approach is seen through research designs that strive to isolate skills for training
and reflect an interest in underlying cognitive models during learning activities. Moreover,
there is often a focus on the technical fidelity of the simulator (Sellberg 2017). Instead of
taking a classic cognitive approach, the current research project draws on theories that situate
work and learning in the social, material and cultural context (Goodwin 1994; Hutchins 1995;
Suchman 2007). This approach implies an interest in the specific details of educational
activity in terms of the interactions between instructors, students and the simulator
environment, with a focus on how the students develop their perception and understanding of
professional practice. In maritime educational research, few studies can be found that take a
situated perspective on simulator-based training. However, initial results show promise of
being fruitful for understanding how participants are learning the professional knowledge of a
mariner (Hontvedt 2015a; 2015b; Hontvedt & Arnseth 2013).
For example, in a study on students training together with professional pilots on a full mission
simulator, Hontvedt and Arnseth (2013) found that the practices trained in the simulator are
closely entwined with the maritime profession’s hierarchy and work roles. Moreover, they
found that expert feedback is crucial in order to structure simulator training in a way that
enhances professional knowledge. The importance of professional guidance during simulatorbased training is seen in results from studies on simulations in other domains, such as
healthcare and dentistry (Hindmarsh et al 2014; Rystedt & Sjöblom 2012. In a study on
professional pilots’ continuous training, results revealed that the pilots’ professional vision of
the work environment was in conflict with an instructional strategy that isolates skills for
learning from the experienced exercise (Hontvedt 2015b). While the potential for simulatorbased learning is that professional knowledge and expertise can be taken into account and
developed, specific skills are not easily separated from maritime work practice and cultural
notions of what constitutes good seamanship. In line with these results, the classical cognitive
division between technical and so-called non-technical skills is problematic in practical
training. Instead, the different skills are increasingly intertwined in the different work tasks.
This, in turn, requires an analytical framework that takes into account the practical and
contextual aspects of learning on the ship’s bridge (Hontvedt 2015a; 2015b).
An almost unanimous conclusion in the research across domains highlights the importance of
post-simulation debriefing (Dieckmann et al 2008; Fanning & Gaba 2007; Wickers 2010).
Allowing for retrospective feedback and reflection is necessary for participants to learn from
their experiences in a way that forms the basis for prospective strategies on how to manage
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future situations. In general, a structure is suggested involving three phases: a description of
what happened, an analysis of what should be done differently and a concluding part to
summarize the lessons learned (Fanning & Gaba 2007). In debriefing, it is common to use
different technologies for feedback. In teamwork training in healthcare, for instance, the use
of video is recommended to assist debriefings (Dieckmann et al 2008). A pedagogical
rationale for using video is that it provides a record of the actions taken during a scenario that
allows for the participants to view their prior actions from an observer’s perspective. The
main idea is that gaining an observer’s perspective on one’s own conduct allows the
participants to see how they performed, instead of how they thought they performed, which is
expected to reduce ‘hindsight bias’ in debriefing (Fanning & Gaba 2007). Further, different
forms of visualization have been used in military and maritime training to revisit and learn
from the exercises.
A common technology for debriefing in navigation courses is the use of an electronic map
with a replay of the simulated scenario displaying the actions of multiple crews from a birdseye view (Hontvedt & Arnseth 2013). While empirical studies on the use of playback
technologies in navigation training are still lacking, results from studies of simulations in
healthcare show that the use of video has pedagogical potential because, among other things,
it provides a third-person perspective on one’s own conduct and makes it possible to
reconceptualise prior events in professionally relevant ways (Johansson et al 2017). Such
outcomes, however, regularly demand substantial efforts by facilitators to highlight critical
aspects of what is shown and to demonstrate how the situation should be understood
(Goodwin 1994). This conclusion concurs with studies in other educational fields, pointing to
the need for systematic instruction if students are to be able to make sense of film clips of
their own conduct (Erickson 2007). Although video as a playback technology is quite
different from visualization tools in navigation training, it points to the fact that visualizations
are far from self-explanatory and there is a need to scrutinize instructors’ practical use of
playback for instructional purposes.
To summarize, the results seen so far highlight three aspects of training in simulators as
especially important for learning for the maritime profession: the role and importance of
professional guidance during simulations, the close relationships between technical and nontechnical skills and the role and importance of debriefing for learning from the practical
exercises. This research project adds to these results with knowledge on how instructions in a
simulator environment are carried out, but also why instructions should be designed in certain
ways.
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Methods
The research design is based on three well-tested principles for video-based research (Heath
et al 2010). The first principle is to explore human-technology interactions as they naturally
occur in the setting under study. This implies that instructional activities at the simulator
centre were studied with no intention to manipulate the activities taking place during training.
Second, when studying highly technical workplaces in complex domains, such as maritime
navigation training, ethnographic fieldwork is considered essential for developing an
understanding of the practice and the context where interactions take place (Heath et al 2010).
Since 2013, the first author has spent hundreds of hours on observations and informal
interviews with instructors in order to be able to analyse the activities that take place in
simulation-based maritime training sessions. Observations included several different
simulators and types of training, such as cargo operations, engine control operations and radio
communication, as well as field trips to different simulator centres across Europe. The third
principle puts emphasis on the complex relationship between the temporal, technical and
social environments in simulation-based training (Heath et al 2010). This makes video data an
important source for analysis, since video creates stable records for analysis of the
interactions that take place during training. Approximately 75 hours of simulation-based
training in a bachelor level navigation course were video recorded in 2013–2014. When using
multiple cameras to capture instructions that were distributed in time and space during
exercises, close to 400 hours of film was recorded. When narrowing down the selection of
video data for further analysis, six different scenarios and their subsequent debriefings
emerged as analytically interesting. In the next step, instructions between the instructor and
students were transcribed and analysed both individually and collaboratively, drawing on
competencies from professional mariners, educational sciences and human factors.
Results
Although simulator-based training in maritime education might encounter challenges similar
to those in other domains, our results reveal that there are also some crucial differences.
While simulation training in other realms often focuses on technical and non-technical skills,
the need to account for general principles of good seamanship and international regulations is
at the core of basic maritime training (Sellberg & Lundin 2017). The meanings of good
seamanship and the rules of the sea are hard to teach in abstraction, since their application
relies on an infinite number of contingencies that have to be accounted for in every specific
case (Sellberg & Rystedt 2015). During simulator-based training, this premise poses different
instructional challenges for the maritime instructor in the different phases of training.
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Briefing is commonly focused on practical information regarding the upcoming scenario and
the learning objectives and takes place in a classroom in close proximity to the simulators
(Fig. 1). The spatial layout of the classroom sets the frame for instruction, and the
technologies used for instruction in this phase are common classroom technologies, such as
documents, PowerPoint presentations and overhead sheets, which are prepared by the
instructor beforehand. In this phase of training, the instructions given to the students were
rather open and straightforward (Sellberg & Rystedt 2015). Examples of such open
instructions are directives to ‘follow COLREG’ or to use the TRAIL-function in a particular
scenario. Before the scenario is played out, all the specific contingencies of the scenario are
yet unknown. For the instructor, the openness of the instructions is a necessity in order to
handle an infinite number of possible courses of events that may occur in the upcoming
scenario. For the students, this is a classical problem of following instructions: of turning
open and partial descriptions into practical action towards a desired outcome (Suchman
2007).

Fig. 1. From briefing, through scenario, to debriefing in simulator-based maritime training.

After briefing, a scenario plays out in the simulator. In the scenarios chosen for further
analyses, the exercises take place in the dense traffic of the Dover Strait and in the confined
waters of Great Belt Strait, where the students are training in teams of two (as officer-of-thewatch and lookout) in bridge operations simulators. These kinds of exercises are used to train
proficiency in handling the instruments on the ship’s bridge, as well as in bridge teamwork
and application of the rules that regulate traffic at sea (COLREG). During scenarios, the
instructor monitors the students’ on-going teamwork on the different bridges from the
instructor’s room. Our results show a close relationship between assessment and instruction in
the midst of the action (Sellberg & Lundin 2017).
During scenarios, assessment is a continuous and on-going process that reflects the
instructor’s ability to recognize the fit or the gap between the learning objectives and the
students’ activities in the simulator, as they unfold (Sellberg & Lundin 2017). These
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assessments rely both on technology, that is, on the monitoring technologies in the
instructor’s room and the radar technologies in the simulator, as well as on questions to the
students. Moreover, when the interactions between instructor and students are taking place in
the simulators, the instructor can use a variety of navigational technologies in a maritime
context as a basis for his or her instructions (Sellberg & Lundin 2017; Sellberg & Rystedt
2015). For the instructor, being there, in the midst of the action enables him or her to attend to
specific details of the students’ conduct, such as how they are managing their gaze and
attention when integrating information from different sources on the bridge (Sellberg &
Rystedt 2015). The students’ actions as well as their understandings of the situation that are
shown in their answers to questions are then used to continue the instructions in a way that
supports each student bridge team (Sellberg & Lundin 2017). For example, the instructor can
choose to clarify or correct the students’ actions as necessary, or just to ratify their actions as
correct behaviour. What is interesting with these instructions, in relation to the instructions in
the briefing phase is that they can be delivered in a way that takes the contingencies of
specific situations into account (Sellberg & Rystedt 2015). In this way, instructions during
scenarios take the initial partial and open instructions and show how they apply to the
specifics of a concrete situation. Such immediate and detailed instruction is known to ‘keep
the roof up’, addressing skill acquisition issues that are difficult to address anywhere else, at
any other point in time (Suchman 2007).
Lastly, in the debriefing phase, the use of the playback of the prior scenario is at the core of
recreating a shared view of how all students navigate, and provides a basis for revisiting
critical events. The playback forms a shared point of reference for demonstrating alternative
solutions by contrasting what was done in the scenario and what should be done differently in
order to follow the rules of the sea and maintain safe conduct in similar situations. A range of
different instructional resources can be combined in this process. The overview and dynamic
playback of the scenarios can function as an essential background on which gestures,
pointing, drawings and discussion can be directed to create a common view of typical
problems and how these should be addressed. In this process, issues such as where to look,
which instruments to use, when to turn and when to adjust speed, can be elaborated to
demonstrate how to keep a safe distance and how to show clear intentions to other ships. In
this way, the application of the rules of the sea can be addressed in terms of practical and
timely actions in relation to the ever-changing and situation-dependent character of navigation
practice. Accordingly, the use of dynamic playbacks during debriefings offers opportunities to
portray rules in a context in which their meanings can be tied to situations as they were
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actually carried out and to demonstrate more preferable alternatives. Most important, the use
of tools for navigation can represent a learning objective, that is something for students to
master, and can also work as an instructional device of crucial importance in exhibiting
nautical problems and demonstrating good seamanship in all its intricate details.
What is clearly illustrated in all of our studies is the role and importance of professional
guidance, from briefing, through scenario, to debriefing. The instructional work accomplished
in the simulator environment connects the simulated events with the students’ experiences of
the work practice encountered during on-board training, as well as showing the relevance of
theoretical and abstract principles in practical situations.
Conclusions
Based on results from the research project, the following guidelines for maritime instruction
are provided:
1. Highlighting the details of the students’ performance together with explanations on general
principles and formal rules at the core of good seamanship are key to developing the
students’ understanding of professional competency.
2. Following this, the results stress the role and importance of providing students with specific
instructions both during scenarios and in debriefing, which is crucial for the process of
bridging theory and practice in ways that develop the students’ professional understanding.
3. During scenarios, the timing of instructions is crucial. In order to be able to provide
immediate instructions, there is a need to closely monitor the students’ actions in the
simulator. For this purpose, simulator technologies that offer monitoring opportunities are
of great use for the maritime instructor.
4. During scenarios, instructions draw strength from the specific details that are at play in the
midst of the action. To use the navigational instruments, for example, the radar display,
together with artefacts such as nautical paper charts as a basis for highlighting and
explaining the specific details makes the lessons concrete and grounds them in practices of
good seamanship.
5. The debriefing phase is decisive for deepening the analysis and synthesising the lessons to
be learned from the scenarios. The use of playback technologies for visualizing the prior
scenario is essential for recreating prior events on a sufficiently detailed level where
specific details of the students’ performance can be highlighted and explained.
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